### Public Water Systems currently under Boil Water Advisory related to Hurricane Laura

**Parish** | **PWSID** | **Public Water System Name** | **Population affected**
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 CALCASIEU | LA2019053 | BIOLAB, INC | 40
2 CALCASIEU | LA1019124 | CORBINA TRAILER PARK WATER SYSTEM | 63
3 CALCASIEU | LA2019016 | EAGLE US 2 LLC S COMPLEX WATER SYSTEM | 1700
4 CALCASIEU | LA2019103 | ENTERGY GULF STATES LOUISIANA LLC | 200
5 CALCASIEU | LA1019080 | FAIRVIEW MOBILE ESTATES NORTH WS | 594
6 CALCASIEU | LA1019096 | FAIRVIEW MOBILE ESTATES SOUTH WS | 498
7 CALCASIEU | LA1019101 | GIFFORD MOBILE HOME PARK I | 162
8 CALCASIEU | LA1019115 | GIFFORD MOBILE HOME PARK II | 222
9 CALCASIEU | LA1019123 | GULF STREAM MANOR WATER SYSTEM | 1500
10 CALCASIEU | LA2019168 | PINE RIDGE RV PARK WATER SYSTEM | 450
11 CALCASIEU | LA1019105 | QUAIL RIDGE ESTATES WATER SYSTEM | 1119
12 CALCASIEU | LA2019162 | RIVER CHURCH WATER SYSTEM | 220
13 CALCASIEU | LA1019085 | SMITH MOBILE HOME VILLAGE WATER SYSTEM | 200
14 CALCASIEU | LA2019174 | TOOMEY REST AREA WATER SYSTEM | 1001
15 CAMERON | LA1023001 | CAMERON PARISH WATER AND WW DISTRICT 1 | 972
16 CAMERON | LA1023005 | CAMERON PARISH WW DISTRICT 10 | 1503
17 CAMERON | LA1023013 | CAMERON PARISH WW DISTRICT 11 - BIG LAKE | 1716
18 CAMERON | LA1023002 | CAMERON PARISH WW DISTRICT 2 | 1600
19 JEFFERSON DAVI | LA2053010 | LACASSINE RV PARK WATER SYSTEM | 670
20 LAFAYETTE | LA1055067 | LAKEVIEW TRAILER PARK WATER SYSTEM | 90
21 VERMILION | LA2113276 | LA MAISON DES CHENES WATER SYSTEM | 40

**Total number of water systems on this report:** 21